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Abstract This paper analyzes the evolution of the South

Asian High (SAH) during and after the development of

tropical cyclone Neoguri over the South China Sea (SCS)

in mid-April 2008, the formation of tropical storm Nargis

over the Bay of Bengal (BOB) in late April, and the Asian

summer monsoon onset, as well as their interrelationships.

Numerical sensitivity experiments are conducted to explore

the underlying mechanism responsible for these seasonal

transitions in 2008. It is demonstrated that strong latent

heating related with tropical cyclone activities over the

SCS can enhance the development of the SAH aloft and

generate zonal asymmetric potential vorticity (PV) forcing,

with positive vorticity advection to its east and negative

advection to its west. Following the decay of the tropical

cyclone, this asymmetric forcing leads to instability

development of the SAH, presenting as a slowly westward-

propagating Rossby wave accompanied by a westward shift

of the high PV advection. A strong upper tropospheric

divergence on the southwest of the SAH also shifts west-

ward, while positive PV eddies are shed from the high PV

advection and eventually arrives in the southern BOB.

Such synoptic patterns provide favorable pumping condi-

tions for local cyclonic vorticity to develop. The latent

heating release from the cyclogenesis further intensifies the

upper-layer divergence, and the lower and upper circula-

tions become phase locked, leading to the explosive

development of the tropical cyclone over the southern

BOB. Consequently, a tropical storm is generated and the

BOB summer monsoon commences.

Keywords Zonal asymmetric forcing � Tropical cyclone �
Instability � South Asian High

1 Introduction

The onset of the Asian summer monsoon (ASM) usually is

spread over more than 1 month, from the beginning of May

to early June. It evolves in a sequence in which the Bay of

Bengal (BOB) monsoon starts first at the beginning of

May, followed by the South China Sea (SCS) monsoon in

mid-May, and finally the Indian summer monsoon in early

June (Wu and Zhang 1998; Zhang and Wu 1998, 1999; Xu

and Chan 2001; Mao and Wu 2007). In the lower tropo-

sphere, the monsoon onset is often preceded by the

development of a monsoon onset vortex (MOV) (Krish-

namurti and Ramanathan 1982; Krishnamurti et al. 1981;

Lau et al. 1998, 2000; Yan 2005; Wu et al. 2012). The

northward movement of the onset vortex can lead to a

break in the ridgeline of the subtropical anticyclone in the
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lower troposphere over the eastern BOB and activate the

India-Burma trough, resulting in the onset of BOB summer

monsoon (He et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2002). Based on

observational data analysis and numerical experiments, Liu

et al. (2002) demonstrated that the strong latent heating

during the BOB monsoon onset generates a Rossby wave

train that later facilitates the subsequent onset of the SCS

summer monsoon.

The establishment of the vertical easterly shear over

South Asia is commonly used to signify the ASM onset

since it is well linked to the upper layer divergence

(Webster and Yang 1992; Mao et al. 2004). However, the

underpinning dynamics is the asymmetric potential vor-

ticity (PV) forcing associated with the instability devel-

opment of the SAH. This is because the PV change in

tropical area is mainly caused by the change in absolute

vorticity, while the atmospheric vertical ascent is propor-

tional to the vertical shear of absolute vorticity advection:

w / � o

oz
ðV!� rðf þ fÞÞ

In the upper troposphere, enhanced instability of SAH can

help positive PV advection on the east and south flanks of the

SAH along the prevailing northeasterly, whereas in the lower

troposphere it is favorable for negative PV advection by the

southwesterly that originates from South Hemisphere and

crosses the South Asia latitudes via the Somali Jet. As a

result, absolute vorticity advection increases rapidly with

increasing height across the latitudes between 5� and 20�N

accompanied with prevailing ascent, which is in favor of the

development of monsoon rainfall. Meanwhile to maintain

vorticity balance at a steady state, local absolute vorticity

decreases with increased divergence in the upper troposphere

in response to the enhanced positive PV advection. Upper

tropospheric pumping is thus formed. In the lower tropo-

sphere however, the local decrease of absolute vorticity due

to the negative PV advection must be balanced by the local

generation of positive vorticity, leading to development of

local convergence. When the upper-layer pumping is phase-

locked with the lower layer convergence, explosive cyclo-

genesis can be triggered. In this regard, the ‘‘vertical easterly

shear’’ can be considered as a synoptic manifestation of the

dynamical asymmetric potential vorticity forcing, and the

study on the unstable development of the SAH should help

understanding the dynamical process of the ASM onset.

Hsu and Plumb (2000) investigated the mechanism for

the instability development of the upper tropospheric

anticyclone by using idealized experiments based on a

shallow-water equation model. Their results showed that

with sufficiently large asymmetric forcing, the forced

anticyclone becomes unstable and periodically sheds

eddy westward. Using a global primitive equation model,

Liu et al. (2007) demonstrated that heating over the Tibetan

Plateau (TP) leads to a potential vorticity (PV) minimum

aloft, and if it is sufficiently strong the anticyclone circulation

becomes unstable, presenting a westward-propagating quasi-

biweekly oscillation. Using the general circulation model

SAMIL, Guo and Liu (2008) showed that the strong latent

heating released from a tropical cyclone can significantly

influence the development of the anticyclone in the upper

troposphere over Asia, i.e., SAH, which expands eastward

over the western Pacific and is accompanied with high PV

eddies on its east that move toward the equator. Apparently

strong convective latent heating in the tropics in summer can

produce zonal asymmetric forcing in the subtropics and

induce the instability development of the SAH.

Prior to the ASM onset, the SAH migrates to the Indo-

china Peninsula mainly due to the diabatic heating over

South Asia (Liu et al. 2012). The latent heating of the

convection over the Indochina Peninsula further contributes

to the intensification of the SAH. Notice that the SAH and

MOV are the two dominant synoptic systems before the

ASM onset. The MOV is confined to the lower troposphere

while the SAH is in the upper troposphere. The MOV is

generated by the air-sea interaction over the BOB, where the

thermal forcing of the Tibetan Plateau and surrounding

oceans plays an important role (Wu et al. 2012). It is

important to note that, although the thermal forcing of

Tibetan Plateau and the land-sea thermal contrast across

South Asia always exist prior to the ASM onset and favors

the genesis of the MOV, the latter doesn’t necessarily

develop every year (Fig. 1 and Table 2 of Wu et al. (2012)).

This implies that the climatologically mean thermal forcing

in the lower troposphere alone is insufficient for the genesis

of MOV and that its development requires extra forcing.

Most studies of the aforementioned SAH instability that is

associated with strong heating are focused on summertime.

Can this instability occur in spring and whether this upper

tropospheric process serves as such an extra forcing for the

near-surface MOV development, hence jointly contribute to

the monsoon onset? Such essential dynamic issues are not

well addressed yet. In their case study of the year 1989

Asian monsoon onset, Wu and Zhang (1998) found that after

the BOB and SCS monsoon onsets, the SAH is greatly

intensified, and a very strong divergent region appears to the

southwest of the SAH center and over the southwestern

coast of the Indian subcontinent, right in between the

southeasterly to its north and northeasterly to its south. This

upper layer divergence acts as a strong air-pumping and

contributes to the Indian monsoon onset in June. Whether

this mechanism can be applied to the BOB monsoon onset in

early May is another question that needs to be answered.

This study addresses above scientific questions by

approach of both observational data analysis and numerical

model simulations. Synoptic weather systems in 2008

provide an ideal case for this study. Before the BOB
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monsoon onset in spring 2008, Typhoon Neoguri devel-

oped in the SCS while the SAH was abnormally intensified

in the upper troposphere, followed by the development of

the intense tropical storm Nargis over the BOB. Potential

interactions between above systems are investigated and

the underlying mechanism is explored in this study.

The study is organized as follows: The overview of the

2008 Asian summer monsoon onset based on observation is

given in Sect. 2, which includes the tropical cyclone activity

over the SCS, the zonal asymmetric PV forcing and sub-

sequent evolution of the instability of the SAH, and the

genesis of the tropical storm over the BOB and its growing

to the more intense tropical storm Nargis. Section 3 gives a

brief introduction to the general circulation model employed

in this study as well as the experiment design. Experimental

results are compared with observations in Sect. 4, with focus

on the key issue of how the strong latent heating over the

SCS in spring affects the unstable development of the SAH

in the upper troposphere and the genesis of the tropical

storm over the BOB, as well as the ASM onset. Conclusions

and discussion are presented in Sect. 5.

2 Observational overview of the 2008 Asian summer

monsoon onset

Two precipitation data sets are used in this study: (1) TRMM

3B42 (Huffman et al. 2007) dataset that includes 3-h precipi-

tation rate at spatial resolution of 0.25� (longitude) 9 0.25�
(latitude); (2) the daily precipitation records of the Global

Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) at spatial resolution

of 1� (longitude) 9 1� (latitude) (Huffman et al. 2001). Temp-

erature, geopotential height, and wind vector are extracted

from the National Center for Environmental Prediction

(NCEP) reanalysis daily mean dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996) with

spatial resolution of 2.5� (longitude) 9 2.5� (latitude). The

tropical storm tracks are derived from the Joint Typhoon

Warning Center (JTWC) Best Track dataset (Yu et al. 2007),

which provides cyclone categories for the period after 2000.

2.1 Tropical cyclone activity and the Asian summer

monsoon onset

The tropical cyclone Neoguri developed over the SCS

(Fig. 1a) from 14 to 19 April 2008. Neoguri is the first

tropical storm and the earliest one invading China in the

2008 Pacific typhoon season. It formed on April 13 from a

low pressure disturbance in the east of the island of Min-

danao in the Philippines. After crossing the island on April

Fig. 1 Tropical cyclone activities in 2008: a position at 00 UTC of

tropical cyclone Neoguri over the SCS and Nargis over the BOB in

late spring, b time series of average and gust wind speeds (m s-1) as

well as the surface pressure (hPa) recorded at Xisha Station

(112�190E, 16�510N), and the distribution of the total precipitation

(mm) during the tropical cyclone activities of c Neoguri over the SCS

(5�–20�N; 110�–120�E, rectangle) from April 13 to 19 and d Nargis

over the BOB (5�–20�N; 85�–100�E, rectangle) from April 23 to May 4

c
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14, it intensified into a tropical depression (TD) over the

SCS and a tropical storm on April 15, finally attained

typhoon status on April 16 and moved northward. The

typhoon reached its peak intensity on April 18 as it

approached the island of Hainan, but weakened after

landing in South China on April 19 before it died down.

During the life cycle of Neoguri the highest 10-min

sustained wind was 150 km/h (90 mph), the highest 1-min

sustained wind was 185 km/h (115 mph), and the lowest

pressure was 950 hPa. The local barograph and anemo-

graph at the Xisha Marine Research Station (112�190E,

16�510N), which is close to the typhoon track as shown in

Fig. 1a, recorded the passage of the typhoon between

April 17 and 18 (Fig. 1b). The time-mean and gust wind

speed exceed 20 and 30 m s-1 respectively, and the sur-

face pressure is below 990 hPa (Long et al. 2010). The

total precipitation retrieved from the TRMM (Fig. 1c)

shows a heavy rainfall belt with more than 150 mm over

the SCS region (10�–20�N; 110�–120�E) during 13–19

April 2008. The total precipitation exceeded 300 mm over

the northern SCS. Such a heavy precipitation implies the

latent heating over the SCS was very strong in mid-April

of 2008.

After Typhoon Neoguri passed over the SCS, another

deep convection activity started in the southeastern BOB

since April 19 and gradually became organized and

consolidated. By April 23 (Fig. 1a), a local low-pressure

center was formed and later developed into a well-

defined TD on April 25 as it moved northwestward

(Kikuchi et al. 2009). On April 27, the system intensified

into tropical storm Nargis. On April 28, it was upgraded

to a severe tropical storm and further developed to a very

severe tropical storm by April 29 due to northward water

vapor transport (Li et al. 2012). On May 2, Nargis

reached its peak intensity and landed on the western

coast of Myanmar. The total precipitation over most of

the BOB was more than 150 mm and exceeded 600 mm

in some places (Fig. 1d), bringing severe damage to the

area.

The Webster and Yang monsoon index, which is

defined as the vertical shear of zonal wind between 850

and 200 hPa (Webster and Yang 1992), and the Mao

monsoon index, which is defined as the meridional gra-

dient of middle- to upper-level temperatures averaged

between 200 and 500 hPa (Mao et al. 2002) are used to

determine the BOB and SCS summer monsoon onset date.

Here BOB covers the area between 5� and 20�N and 85�–

100�E while the SCS covers area between 5� and 20�N

and 110�–120�E, as indicated by the two boxes in Fig. 1c,

d respectively. Results show that based on the Mao/

Webster-Yang index, the 2008 BOB summer monsoon

onset occurred on April 25/24 and the SCS summer

monsoon onset on May 1/April 30 (Fig. 2a, b). The

monsoon onset dates in these two regions determined by

the Webster and Yang index are only 1 day earlier than

those defined by Mao’s monsoon index, indicating a

consistency between the two indexes. Compared with the

climatological mean BOB monsoon onset on May 5/1 and

the SCS monsoon onset on May 13/12 based on the Mao/

Webster-Yang index, the BOB and SCS monsoon onsets

in 2008 commenced earlier by about one to two pentads

and two to three pentads, respectively. Note that the BOB

monsoon onset occurred about 1 week after the SCS

tropical cyclone Neoguri had died away.

Fig. 2 Time series of the summer monsoon index based on the

reanalysis for 2008 a calculated by method of Mao et al. (2002),

b calculated by definition of Webster and Yang (1992). The summer

monsoon index based on model results and by the method of Mao

et al. are shown in c the control experiment CTL and d the latent

heating experiment HTG. The dashed red curve is for the SCS

(5–20�N; 110–120�E) summer monsoon index, and the solid blue

curve for the BOB (5–20�N; 85–100�E) summer monsoon index. Unit

is K for a, c, and d; and m s-1 for b
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2.2 Evolution of the SAH and the associated planetary

vorticity advection

Figure 3 shows the development of the geopotential

height, stream field, and planetary vorticity advection (-

bv) at 200 hPa during and after Typhoon Neoguri activ-

ities over the SCS. From April 13 to 19 when Neoguri

was developing and moving northward, the geopotential

height of the SAH increased from about 12440 to 12460

gpm while the anticyclone center shifted northwestward

from the northwest Pacific on April 13 to the Indochina

Peninsula on April 19 (Fig. 3a–d). By April 19, the 12460

gpm contour of the SAH had reached the eastern BOB

and South China (Fig. 3d). Consequently, a well-orga-

nized pattern of planetary vorticity advection that was

positive to the east of the SAH and negative to its west

appeared, forming a zonal asymmetric vorticity forcing on

the atmosphere.

The development and northwestward movement of the

SAH during the evolution of Neoguri can be explained

qualitatively in terms of the inhomogeneous diabatic

heating in both the vertical and horizontal. The change in

vertical vorticity due to an imposed diabatic heating Q can

be expressed as (Wu and Liu 1999):

ofz

ot
/ 1

hz

f~a � rQ; hz 6¼ 0 ð1Þ

where fz is the vertical component of relative vorticity, f~a

is absolute vorticity, and the other symbols are

conventional variables in meteorology. Within the

tropical heating region, the vertical differential heating

usually is dominant (Wu et al. 2004), i.e.,

ofz

ot
/ 1

hz

ðf þ fzÞ
oQ

oz
; hz 6¼ 0 ð2Þ

At levels above the convective heating maximum within

Neoguri where oQ=oz\0, an anticyclone will develop

locally, leading to the intensification of the SAH. On the

other hand, outside the latent heating domain where

oQ=oz ¼ 0, the change in vertical vorticity is mainly due

to the correlation in horizontal gradients between

temperature and diabatic heating (Liu et al. 2001):

ofz

ot
/ � g

f hhz

ðrhh � rhQÞ; hz 6¼ 0 ð3Þ

where rh denotes horizontal gradient. Because of the local

latent heating induced warm-core structure of the convec-

tive system, the associated horizontal temperature gradient

is inward. Thus on the north of the tropical convection, the

horizontal temperature gradients of both the large-scale

environment and the convection system are positively

correlated with the horizontal heating gradient, which,

according to (3), induces negative vorticity and positive

geopotential height to the north of the heating. Hence the

latent heating released from Neoguri can enhance the SAH

above and contribute to its northward movement in the

upper troposphere, as demonstrated in Fig. 3a–d.

The aforementioned zonal asymmetric planetary vor-

ticity advection can trigger the unstable development of

the SAH and result in its northwestward movement, as

demonstrated in Fig. 3a–d. After Neoguri made landfall in

South China on April 19 and then decayed, the SAH

center and the ridge of the geopotential high to its north

started to propagate eastward along the westerly flow

(Fig. 3e–f). After April 21, another ridge-trough system

developed along the subtropical westerly over North

China. As the ridge developed, negative (positive)

potential vorticity advections behind (in front of) the

ridge increased and the center of the SAH in the tropics

moved westward again. By April 25 (Fig. 3g), the ridge

was located along 90�E, while the trough was located

over the eastern coast of China. The strong northwesterly

in front of the ridge was accompanied by strong positive

vorticity forcing and dominated most of eastern China.

On April 27 (Fig. 3h), a noticeable northerly developed

on the east of the closed 12460 gmp contour that covered

Fig. 3 The 200-hPa geopotential height (dashed blue contour, unit is

10 gpm), wind stream and planetary vorticity advection (shading, unit

is 10-10 s-2) during 13–27 April 2008. The symbol ‘‘ ’’ in a–

d indicates the location of Neoguri, and in f, g, and h indicates the

location of the tropical cyclone over the BOB, and ‘‘A’’ is the center

of the anticyclone
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the Andaman Sea and the Gulf of Thailand. The zonal

asymmetric vorticity forcing was further enhanced and the

positive vorticity advection became dominant over the

southern BOB region, contributing to the development of

vertical ascent there.

2.3 Zonal asymmetric potential vorticity forcing

Figure 4 shows the evolution during the BOB monsoon

onset of the potential vorticity (P ¼ aðf þ fÞoh=oz) distri-

bution at the 360-K isentropic surface, which is close to the

tropopause in the subtropics (Hoskins et al. 1985). On April

19 (Fig. 4a), when Neoguri arrived in South China and

started to decay, it left behind a negative PV minimum

center in the upper troposphere just over the SCS, with a

southward advection of high PV appearing to its northeast

over the eastern coast of China. As the PV minimum

moved northeastward by April 21 (Fig. 4b), the high PV

‘‘trough’’ in front of the PV minimum was intensified and

extended southwestward, with its southern front arriving at

the eastern coast of the Philippines. High PV eddies were

shed from the trough and traveled westward along the

tropical easterly, forming a zonal high PV belt extending

from the Philippines to the eastern BOB. The shed high PV

eddies continued to travel westward until April 23 (Fig. 4c)

with the westernmost enclosed center reaching the south-

eastern BOB, favoring local cyclone system development

in the lower troposphere (Fig. 1a).

2.4 Genesis of the BOB tropical cyclone Nargis

Accompanied by the northwestward migration of the SAH

during the development of tropical cyclone Neoguri over

the SCS (Fig. 3), upper-layer divergence associated with

the negative velocity potential appeared to the southwest of

the SAH just above the southern BOB (Fig. 5a–c). After

Neoguri decayed on April 19, the SAH continued to move

westward (Fig. 3) and the high PV eddies were continu-

ously shed from the high PV trough over the western

Pacific and then propagated westward (Fig. 4a–c). Mean-

while the upper tropospheric negative velocity potential

and divergence over the southeastern BOB were enhanced

(Fig. 5d, e). By April 23, the velocity potential increased to

-6 9 10-6 m2 s-1 and the divergence was intensified

remarkably to 1.5 9 10-5 s-1, in accordance with the

newborn MOV there (Fig. 5f). This newborn MOV led to

the BOB monsoon onset 2 days later on 25th before it

developed into the disastrous tropical storm Nargis on 27th

(Fig. 5h).

The circulation evolution in the lower troposphere

demonstrates that the genesis of the tropical depression on

April 23 was also associated with the cold outbreak in

southern China. Mao and Wu (2011) have shown that

during April 22–24, a large-scale horizontal shear flow

Fig. 4 Wind (vector, unit is m s-1) and potential vorticity (shading,

unit is PVU = 10-6 m2 s-1 K kg-1) at the 360-K isentropic surface

during 19–29 April 2008, after the occurrence of Typhoon Neoguri.

‘‘ ’’ indicates the location of the tropical cyclone

Fig. 5 The 200-hPa divergence (shading, unit is 10-5 s-1) and

velocity potential during 13–27 April 2008 (dashed curve for

negative, solid curve for positive, interval is 2 9 10-6 m2 s-1). ‘‘ ’’

indicates the location of the tropical cyclone
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formed between strong equatorial westerlies and tropical-

subtropical easterlies over the southern BOB. This baro-

tropically unstable zonal flow eventually induced the

development of Nargis. Since the equatorial westerlies

existed before the formation of Nargis, the development of

the tropical-subtropical easterlies should have played an

important role in the genesis of Nargis. Figure 6a, b show

the distributions of geopotential height and wind at

850 hPa. On April 21 (Fig. 6a), there was an apparent

westerly along the equator but there was no easterly to its

north. From April 22 onward (Fig. 6b) a high-pressure

system spread southeastward from central China with its

intensity gradually increased. Corresponding to the lower-

level anticyclone development, the air temperature at

850 hPa decreased by -2 to -4 K from April 22 to 23

over South China (Fig. 6c). Influence of the cold air could

reach the eastern BOB and the Indochina Peninsula, where

a 2 K-drop in temperature was observed. This cold out-

break can be seen more clearly from the vertical cross

section of temperature and circulation along 115�E on

April 23 (Fig. 6d). An evident cold front with a surface

temperature gradient of 5 K per 10� latitude was located in

South China, with its front reaching the SCS. To the south

of the high pressure, an easterly belt developed rapidly and

extended westward across the central BOB (Fig. 6b).

Barotropic unstable shear flow formed between the easterly

and the equatorial westerly, which is favorable for the

formation of the tropical depression and its subsequent

intensification.

The strong cold outbreak on April 23 not only contrib-

uted to the formation of the MOV over the southeastern

BOB, but also brought significant changes to synoptic

circulation. As indicated in Fig. 3, the SAH continued to

move westward due to its unstable development. Conse-

quently the geopotential height at 200 hPa over Asia

changed from being low in the west and high in the east

before April 23 to a reversed configuration afterward. As a

result, areas with strong positive planetary vorticity

advection to the east of the SAH continued to expand

southward. By April 27, when this positive vorticity

advection reached the equator, the SAH center was located

just above the eastern BOB (Fig. 3h). In association with

the highly dispersed spiral-shaped streamline to the west of

the center, a noticeable and very well-organized divergence

center stronger than 1.5 9 10-5 s-1 developed over the

central BOB at 200 hPa (Fig. 5g, h), again forming a

strong upper-troposphere pumping. These factors, com-

bined with the unstable background flow in the lower tro-

posphere and the favorable oceanic conditions during mid

to late April 2008 (McPhaden et al. 2009), provided ideal

conditions for the tropical cyclone to develop rapidly into

severe tropical storm Nargis on April 27, as demonstrated

in Fig. 1a.

As usual (e.g. He et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2002; Wu et al.

2012), the development of the MOV on 23rd led to the

BOB monsoon onset on 25th by changing the large-scale

circulation and bringing intense rainfall over the eastern

BOB and Indochina Peninsula (Fig. 7). Before the mon-

soon onset, the ridgeline of the subtropical anticyclone at

850 hPa was located between 15 and 20�N, and the tropical

easterly separated the subtropical westerly to its north from

the equatorial westerly to its south (Fig. 7a–c). As the

Fig. 6 Distributions at 850 hPa of wind (vector, unit is m s-1) and

geopotential height (contour, interval is 10 gpm) on a April 21 and

b April 23, and c the temperature tendency between April 23 and

April 22 (unit is K days-1), d the vertical cross section along 115�E

of the wind vector (v in m s-1 and -x in 10-29Pa s-1), temperature

(contour, unit is K), and potential vorticity (shading, unit is PVU) on

April 23, 2008
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MOV developed over the southeastern BOB (Fig. 7c) and

migrated rapidly northward, the ridgeline as well as the

tropical easterly belt got broken. The vortex was tied to the

trough which was located to the south of the Tibetan Pla-

teau, forming a deep trough over the central BOB (Fig. 7c–

e). Strong southwesterly developed along the east side of

the trough-vortex system while the equatorial westerly

started to join with the subtropical westerly. This synoptic

circulation pattern helped moving plenty of moisture from

the BOB to Indochina Peninsula and South China, resulting

in heavy precipitation and onset of the BOB summer

monsoon (Fig. 7d–f). Above diagnoses clearly indicate that

the earlier BOB monsoon onset in 2008 is to a great extent

attributed to the development of the tropical storm Nargis.

3 Model description and numerical experiment design

Above diagnostic analysis indicates that the tropical

cyclone developed over the BOB from April 23 to May 2 in

2008 was derived from MOV, which was generated

1–2 days before the BOB monsoon onset. The formation of

this tropical storm and its rapid intensification into the

severe tropical storm Nargis were strongly influenced by

unstable development of circulation in the upper tropo-

sphere. In addition, the strong cold outbreak from South

China also made great contribution to the intensification of

the tropical cyclone after BOB monsoon onset. In fact,

there were distinct features of circulation evolution before

the BOB monsoon onset in 2008: (1) the strengthening and

northwestward movement of the SAH in spring was closely

associated with the development of tropical cyclone

Neoguri over the SCS; (2) An upper-level divergence

center was formed right over the southern BOB, accom-

panied by westward propagation of the unstable SAH after

Neoguri died out; (3) the zonal asymmetric PV forcing

associated with the unstable development of the SAH

produced a phase-lock with the lower tropospheric baro-

tropic or baroclinic unstable circulation and triggered the

development of a MOV, which finally led to the Asian

monsoon onset. To further investigate whether above fea-

tures are unique in 2008 or whether they are more general

and instructive for the ASM onset, sensitivity experiments

by global model are conducted.

3.1 Model description and experiment design

The model used for this study is the Flexible Global Ocean-

Atmosphere-Land System model (FGOALS2) developed at

LASG/IAP (Bao et al. 2010b). The atmospheric component

of FGOALS is the Spectral Atmospheric Model of IAP/

LASG (SAMIL). Its horizontal resolution is rhomboidal-

truncated at wave number 42 with approximately

2.81�longitude 9 1.67�latitude transformed grid. There are

26 levels in a r - P hybrid coordinate in the vertical

(Wang et al. 2005). The cumulus parameterization scheme

was developed by Tiedtke (1989). Previous studies have

shown that SAMIL can realistically simulate the ASM

onset (Bao et al. 2010a).

In control run (CTL), sea surface temperature (SST) is

prescribed based on monthly average Hurrell-modified

Hadley SST from 1949 to 2001 (Hurrell et al. 2008), which

is then linearly interpolated into the model dates. The

model is initialized at 0000 UTC 1 January and integrated

till the end of July. Initial fields are derived from the NCEP

climatological means.

The sensitivity run (hereafter HTG) is the same as the

CTL run except that convective heating is inserted into the

SCS region from April 21 to 30. April 21 is selected as the

beginning time for imposing the forcing, about 1 week

later than the birth of Neoguri on April 13 (Fig. 1a). This is

because the BOB summer monsoon onset date in the CTL

run is on May 9 (Fig. 2c), which is about 1 week later than

the observation on May 2 (Mao et al. 2002). To separate

the effect of the SAH unstable development from the air-

sea interaction on the genesis of the MOV over the

southern BOB, the same SST is used for both the CTL and

HTG experiments to minimize the difference in air-sea

interaction between the two experiments. To mimic

Neoguri’s heating distribution, its thermal status in the

troposphere is first analyzed. Figure 8a shows a cross

section of the distribution of temperature deviation from

Fig. 7 The same as Fig. 4 except that the figure shows the

distributions of streamline at 850 hPa and rainfall (shading, unit is

mm days-1). Red dotted curve indicates the ridgeline of the

subtropical anticyclone. The symbol ‘‘ ’’ in f shows the daily position

of the typhoon along its track
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the zonal mean along 17.1�N on April 17. A warming

center with up to 6 K higher temperature is located at

112�E near 300 hPa. Accordingly, an idealized heating

distribution as shown in Fig. 8b–d is designed. A maxi-

mum heating rate of 10 K days-1 is located at the tenth

model level (about 350 hPa) and at 115�E, 15�N while it

decreases upward, downward, and outward (Fig. 8b, c).

The heating region is confined to the SCS area bounded by

110�–120�E and 10�–20�N. Such a prescribed three-

dimensional heating pattern is then added to the thermo-

dynamic equation of the model from April 21 to 30. The

cross section of the zonal deviated temperature in the HTG

run along 15�N on April 27 is presented in Fig. 8d,

which shows that a weaker warming center of 3 K is

generated at 112�E near 350 hPa, fairly close to the

warming center in the observation as shown in Fig. 8a.

By comparing the differences between the model outputs

of the CTL and HTG experiments, the impacts of the

springtime tropical cyclone over the SCS on the unstable

development of the SAH and the BOB monsoon onset

can be evaluated.

3.2 Summer monsoon onset date

The monsoon onset index of Mao et al. (2002) is used to

define the onset date. In the CTL run, the BOB and SCS

summer monsoon onset dates are May 9 and 15 respec-

tively (Fig. 2c). While the simulated SCS monsoon onset

date is close to the observed date of May 18 (Mao et al.

2002), the simulated BOB monsoon onset date is about

1 week later than the observed date of May 2. In the HTG

run, the BOB and SCS summer monsoon onset dates are

May 6 and May 8 respectively (Fig. 2d). The fact that the

strong convection heating over the SCS can trigger earlier

monsoon onsets over the BOB and SCS regions is well

simulated and agrees with what was observed in 2008.

However, the CTL run failed to simulate the formation of

the tropical cyclone over the BOB (figures not shown).

This result shows that the climatological mean condition is

insufficient for generation of MOV, whose development

requires extra forcing. In contrast, HTG result demonstrates

Fig. 8 a Vertical cross section of the zonal deviation temperature

across the center of tropical cyclone Neoguri (17.1�N) as observed on

April 17; b the imposed vertical latent heating profile at the heating

center (115�E, 15�N) and c horizontal distribution of the latent

heating at the maximum heating level near 350 hPa, which was added

into the model in the HTG experiment; and d the cross section of the

zonal deviation temperature in the HTG experiment along 15�N on

April 27. Unit is K in a and d, and K days-1 in b and c

Fig. 9 Precipitation (shading, unit is mm days-1) and vertical

vorticity at 700 hPa (contour, interval is 1 9 10-5 s-1) for every

other day from a April 29 to f May 9 in the heating experiment HTG.

‘‘ ’’ indicates the location (d, e) and track (f) of the tropical cyclone

generated in the HTG experiment
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that the imposed convective heating over the SCS can

generate a vortex with behavior similar to that observed for

Nargis. Consequently, the summer monsoon intensity

simulated by HTG noticeably increases in the early days

after the monsoon onset compared to that of the CTL run.

Hereafter we will concentrate on how the strong diabatic

heating over the SCS can initiate a MOV over the BOB and

finally leads to the ASM onset.

4 Effects of SCS convective heating on ASM onset

HTG results show that a local cyclonic circulation in the

lower troposphere gradually grows with increased precip-

itation after convective heating is introduced over the SCS

on April 21. By April 29 (Fig. 9a), a distinct positive

vertical vorticity is generated at 700 hPa with intense

precipitation of more than 30 mm days-1 occurring to its

southeast.

When the imposed external latent heating is discontin-

ued on April 30 this cyclone starts to propagate westward,

accompanied by increasing precipitation (Fig. 9b, c). On

May 5 a remarkable cyclogenesis appears over the eastern

BOB (Fig. 9d), which has intense surface mean wind of

12 m s-1 and becomes a tropical storm just 1 day before

the simulated BOB monsoon onset (Fig. 2d). It is therefore

regarded as MOV. From May 7 to May 9, this newborn

tropical storm moves northwestward—northeastward and

results in torrential rains of over 60 mm days-1 to the west

of the Peninsula (Fig. 9e, f). The entire process resembles

fairly closely the observed evolution of the BOB tropical

cyclone in 2008.

In the upper troposphere at 200 hPa, after the latent

heating is imposed over the SCS in HTG, an obvious

anticyclone develops over the SCS, which later becomes

the SAH. The heating also induces a positive geopotential

height tendency above the heating level and to its north. On

April 29 HTG results show that the 12400-gpm contour has

extended to South China in the north and to the BOB in the

west (Fig. 10a), whereas in the CTL run it barely reaches

the northern SCS (figure not shown). After the prescribed

latent heating is removed, the HTG simulated anticyclone

center at 200 hPa shifts westward systematically from the

SCS to the Indochina Peninsula (Fig. 10b–d). On the east/

west side of the anticyclone there exists northerly/southerly

accompanied by positive/negative planetary vorticity

advection, which contributes to the unstable development

of the SAH and its westward movement. On May 5

(Fig. 10d), the center of the anticyclone moves to the

Indochina Peninsula and strong divergent flow developed

(Fig. 12d) over the southeastern BOB, where the surface

tropical storm forms (Fig. 9d). Associated with the inten-

sification of the tropical storm on May 7 and May 9

(Fig. 10e, f), the SAH develops and moves farther west-

ward, leaving a strong divergence area just over the coastal

ocean to the west of Myanmar (Fig. 12f), which is in a

phase lock with the rapid intensification of the storm in the

lower troposphere (Fig. 9e, f).

Figure 11 demonstrates the evolution of the PV and

wind field at the 360-K isentropic surface. A belt of strong

Fig. 10 The same as Fig. 9 except that this figure shows the

distributions of the 200-hPa geopotential height (dashed blue curve,

unit is 10 gpm), wind stream and planetary vorticity advection

(shading, unit is 10-10 s-2)

Fig. 11 The same as Fig. 9 except that this figure shows the

distributions of wind (vector, unit is m s-1) and potential vorticity

(shading, unit is PVU) at the 360-K isentropic surface
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PV gradient between 1.0 and 1.6 PVU is meandering

between the tropics and subtropics, indicating the location

of the tropopause. The imposed convective heating in the

SCS produces a gradually increasing PV minimum just

above the heating region at the 360-K surface. By the end

of the imposed heating, the PV minimum over the SCS is

less than 1.2 PVU, and a ridge of minimum PV extends

over eastern China (Fig. 11a). Meanwhile there appears

another low PV in the tropics from the Arabian Sea to the

Indian subcontinent. After the imposed heating is discon-

tinued, the low PV ridge of 1.6 PVU over China starts to

move eastward, leading to a southwestward high PV

advection on its eastern front over the northwest Pacific,

whereas the low PV over India also develops and extends

northeastward (Fig. 11b). The pattern of southwestward

advection of high PV over the western Pacific and the

northeastward advection of low PV over India persists for a

while (Fig. 11c). On May 5 a high PV tongue of more than

1.2 PVU appears just above the southeastern BOB

(Fig. 11d), in conjunction with the BOB tropical storm

formation and development (Fig. 9d). After the BOB

monsoon onset on May 6, high PV eddies continue to shed

from the high PV trough (Fig. 11e, f) while the tropical

storm in the lower troposphere continues to develop,

resulting in severe weather over the western Peninsula

(Fig. 9f).

In association with the unstable development of the

SAH at 200 hPa and the southwestward advection of the

high PV at the 360-K isentropic surface, the divergence

center at 200 hPa, which was induced by the imposed

convective heating over the SCS, also gradually propagates

southwestward (Fig. 12). Along its path across the Indo-

china Peninsula, its intensity decreases from higher than

4.0 9 10-5 s-1 on May 1 (Fig. 12b) to lower than

2.0 9 10-5 s-1 (Fig. 12c). When it arrives at the coastal

ocean in the southeastern BOB and becomes phase locked

with the surface vortex development, its intensity increases

(Fig. 12d–f). Apparently this is quite favorable for the

rapid development of the tropical storm. Figure 12 also

shows the evolution of vorticity at 850 hPa (contour),

which demonstrates the pronounced westward-propagating

feature of the SCS positive vorticity center. In addition, a

belt of positive vorticity exists across the southern BOB

from May 1 to May 5. On May 5, when the westward-

propagating upper-level divergence center arrives in the

southeastern BOB, the local positive vorticity starts to

increase rapidly (Fig. 12d) and accompanied by heavy

rainfall of more than 40 mm day-1 (Fig. 9d). The strong

convection and latent heating release result in further

development of the cyclonic vorticity in the lower tropo-

sphere and divergence in the upper troposphere, and the

upper and lower circulation systems become phase locked.

The explosive development of the well-coupled system

eventually leads to the genesis of the tropical storm over

the southeastern BOB on May 5 (Fig. 12d), which expe-

riences rapid intensification from May 7 to May 9 after the

monsoon onset (Fig. 12e, f).

To further investigate how the convective heating over

the SCS initiates the ASM onset vortex over the eastern

BOB, cross sections of divergence and vorticity along the

propagation pathway of the 200-hPa divergence center, as

marked by the dashed blue lines in Fig. 12, are presented in

Fig. 13. During the SCS heating, an upper-layer divergence

center of greater than 4 9 10-5 s-1 appeared over the SCS

(Fig. 13a). After the heating was shut down, the divergence

center slowly propagated westward with its intensity

maintained by 3 9 10-5 s-1 (Fig. 13b, c). Meanwhile, a

lower-tropospheric positive vorticity system started to

grow slowly over the tropical BOB. When the divergence

center in the upper troposphere and the positive vorticity in

the lower troposphere became phase locked on May 5

(Fig. 13d), the coupled system developed explosively: the

vorticity in the lower layer exceeded 3 9 10-5 s-1 while

the divergence in the upper layer enhanced. A remarkable

vortex with an 850-hPa daily mean wind greater than

12 m s-1 was formed 1 day before the BOB monsoon

onset on May 6. This coupled system moved westward—

northward over the BOB ocean after the monsoon onset

(Fig. 13e, f) and further intensified. By May 9, the storm

reached its full development before it hit the western coast

of Myanmar, with a surface vorticity of 4 9 10-5 s-1 and

Fig. 12 The same as Fig. 9 except that this figure shows the

distributions of the 200-hPa divergence (shading, unit is 10-5 s-1)

and 850-hPa vertical vorticity (contour, dotted for negative, interval is

2 9 10-5 s-1). The dashed blue lines indicate the orientation along

which the cross section in Fig. 13 is plotted
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very well-developed upper-layer divergence of more than

3 9 10-5 s-1 (Fig. 13f).

The results from the sensitivity experiment agrees very

well with the 2008 observations, which helps us understand

the series of feedback loop and interaction between tropical

cyclone development and monsoon onset. The severe

weather over the BOB in spring of 2008 and the devel-

opment of the strong tropical storm Nargis, is at least partly

attributed to the development of the tropical storm Neoguri

in mid-April over the SCS.

5 Conclusion and discussion

Based on observational analysis and numerical sensitivity

experiments, interaction and feedback among tropical

cyclone activities and the evolution of the SAH as well as

their impact on summer monsoon onset over the SCS and

BOB in 2008 are investigated in this study. The results

show that atmospheric responses to strong convective

latent heating over the SCS enhance the upper troposphere

anticyclone and hence the SAH intensifies. Strong south-

ward advection of vorticity to the east of the SAH and

weak northward advection of vorticity to the west of SAH

form a zonal asymmetric vorticity forcing with positive/

negative PV forcing to the east/west of the SAH. During

the period with strong convective heating, the impact of the

diabatic heating prevails over that of the asymmetric vor-

ticity forcing and results in local enhancement of the SAH.

At the time when the tropical cyclone decays and disap-

pears, the convective diabatic heating disappears corre-

spondingly. The asymmetric vorticity forcing becomes

dominant and the SAH experiences an unstable develop-

ment, which presents as a free westward-propagating

Rossby wave. The upper-layer divergence center to the

southwest of the SAH also propagates westward

accordingly.

Previous study has demonstrated that a SST warm pool

usually appears over central BOB in spring, mainly due to

the thermal forcing of the Tibetan plateau and the distri-

bution of land and sea in the tropics (Wu et al. 2012). This

warm pool, combined with the persistent near-surface

tropical westerly during this season, provides an ideal

condition for tropical cyclogenesis. Cyclones usually

develop under appropriate air-sea interaction conditions

(Wu et al. 2011, 2012), or under unstable barotropic

(Krishnamurti 1981, 1985; Mao and Wu 2011) or baro-

clinic large scale flows (Mak and Kao 1982). Such kind of

conditions favorable for tropical cyclogenesis is common

over BOB, whereas the vigorous development of the local

Fig. 13 The same as Fig. 9

except that this figure shows the

vertical cross section of

divergence (shading, unit is

10-5 s-1) and vertical vorticity

(contour, unit is 10-5 s-1)

along the propagation direction

of the 200-hPa divergence

center as denoted by the dashed

blue lines in Fig. 12
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tropical cyclone to a deep convective MOV occurs only in

certain years. Since more than 85 % of the atmospheric

moisture resides in the lower atmosphere below 3 km,

there must exist certain mechanism to pull the water vapor

from the surface layer to the middle and upper troposphere

in order to form monsoon cloud and precipitation. This

study reveals that the upper layer pumping associated with

the unstable development of the SAH and its phase-locking

with the lower tropospheric cyclogenesis serve as such a

mechanism. The unstable development of the SAH is

triggered by the strong development of a tropical storm

over the SCS. As a result, explosive cyclogenesis develops

rapidly over the southern BOB, leading to generation of an

intense tropical cyclone or vortex accompanied by severe

weather and finally the ASM onset.

The experiment results obtained from this study was

based on an atmospheric circulation model SAMIL. For

comparison purpose, a more realistic air-sea coupled cli-

mate model with the same SAMIL as the atmospheric

component has been used to conduct a similar set of

experiments, in which the same diabatic heating as that in

the HTG experiment was imposed over the SCS in the

heating experiment. Results showed a similar consequence

(figures not shown): in the heating experiment after the

latent heating over the SCS withdrew, the generated SAH

starts to propagate westward, with a strong divergence

center gradually developed on its southwest. Due to the

intensification of the upper tropospheric pumping, the

existing positive vorticity zone in the southern BOB was

then gradually organized and an apparent vortex was

generated. On the contrary, such a cyclogenesis did not

occur in the control experiment. These results presented in

the experiments based on a climate model are in general

the same as those based on an atmospheric general circu-

lation model, and consolidate the conclusions obtained in

this study.

To explore the universality of the conclusions just

obtained, a composite analysis on the BOB monsoon onset

based on the ECMWF Reanalysis data ERA–40 for the

period 1979–2001 has been conducted, and the results,

which will be published separately (Liu et al. 2013), prove

that the upper tropospheric pumping in association with the

unstable development of the SAH due to the convective

latent heating over South Philippines prior to the BOB

monsoon onset can be as strong as 8 9 10-6 s-1 in terms

of climate- mean divergence; and it is such a strong

pumping in the upper layer that contributes to the devel-

opment of atmospheric ascent and cyclogenesis over the

southern BOB and the monsoon onset.

This study focuses on one single mechanism concerning

the coupling between the upper and lower tropospheric

circulations and its contribution to the BOB tropical storm

genesis. However, the BOB monsoon onset is affected not

only by local processes, i.e. sea surface conditions (Joseph

1990; Yang and Lau 1998), air-sea interactions (Wu et al.

2011, 2012), and barotropic and baroclinic instability, but

also by the north–south thermal gradient (Li and Yanai

1996) and ENSO events, etc. However, the following

questions are not answered yet about how the mechanism

identified in this study is interwoven with other mecha-

nisms and jointly contributes to the monsoon onset and

how these mechanisms vary at different time scales to

affect the monsoon variability, and deserve further studies.
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